
 Capacity Spread  Clamping Order Code Price/1
 (mm) Range (mm)  Force KEN-539 THB
 175 190 -   425 180kg -3330K 1239.00
 325 190 -   580 180kg -3360K 1344.00
 475 190 -   730 180kg -3390K 1481.00
 625 190 -   880 180kg -3420K 1754.00
 925 190 - 1125 180kg -3450K 2153.00

 Capacity Spread  Clamping Order Code Price/1
 (mm) Range (mm)  Force KEN-539 THB
 150 120-350 90kg -3060K NA
 300 180-500 90kg -3120K NA
 450 180-650 90kg -3180K NA
 600 180-800 90kg -3240K NA

One-Handed, Quick Action  
Bar Clamps

Designed for speed and convenience with a comfortable ratchet handle design. The pistol grip handle allows you to hold the clamp 
and slide the jaw to work with one hand. Fitted with a quick release button and soft interchangeable pads which eliminate the need 
to find wood blocks to protect your work. Can be used as a bar clamp and can also convert into a spreader in seconds without the 
need for any other tools.
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One-Handed Speed Clamp
Manufactured from pressed steel for 
strength and durability. Trigger adjustment 
based on the sealant cartridge applicator 
gun. Quick release thumb lever. High 
strength hexagonal steel thrust rod with 
swivel shoe for clamping non parallel 
surfaces. High strength plastic contact 
pads.

 Capacity Throat  Order Code Price/1
 (mm) Depth (mm) SEN-539 THB
 100 56 -5500K 494.00

One Handed Quick 
Action Bar Clamps   

Kennedy Professional Dual Action Quick Clamps are designed for use one handed for 
speed and convenience. The pistol grip handle houses a ratchet clamping mechanism  
that incrementally applies clamping force when you pull the trigger. To release or 
reposition the clamp jaw hold down the quick release button and slide the jaw along 
the bar. Can be used as a bar clamp or as a spreader simply by turning the handle 
around.
Features include: 90mm throat depth. Clamping force of up to 180kg. Quick release 
buttons for both jaws allows them to be positioned quickly anywhere on the bar and 
can be turned around to act as a spreader. Heavy duty steel bar. Non-slip clamp faces.

2-IN-1 CLAMP  
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